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Raise goats and reap the rewards.Providing in-depth information on proper grooming, managing,feeding, and
milkingCovering the fundamentals of goat health insurance and nutritionOffering advice for using your goat
to create milk,meat, dietary fiber, and moreUnderstand what makes these useful and delightful creatures
sopopular and gain the data and skills to correctly look after andutilize their many offerings. Raising Goats
For Dummies is usually your How-to guidefor:Wearing down the complicated process of choosing
andpurchasing the proper goat breed of dog to meet your preferences and gettingfacilities for your goat
set up. Raising Goats For Dummiesprovides you with an launch to all aspects of owning, caringfor, and the
day-to-day great things about raising goats.
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Great General Information Source for FIRST-TIME Goat Owners I've been raising goats for 7 years
right now and have collected a number of books about them. But it may be a little frustrating for
somebody who is trying to improve a herd of meat goats, for example. The information on diseases,
parasites and nutrition is particularly beneficial to me. I go on a small farm and understood nothing at all
about goats. I'm sure you will discover more detailed information regarding each subject in various other
books or on the internet. But this publication gives me the basic information that I need on the most
frequent situations that arise. I recommend it to first-time goat owners who purchase goats from me.I'm
really glad I acquired this book - I think my goats and I am a lot happier now that I have all of this
knowledge! Great Book, touches in all areas of goat care I've only had this book a week an I could already
tell it's just what i needed for my backyard goats. Great book Throughout good information Nice Very good
book I liked all of her "been right now there, done that" stories in the book. Kudos for the info. This book
really tells you everything you need to learn to get started with goats!A very important factor I will
mention - she does look at goats from a "pet" standpoint rather than a "livestock" standpoint. She spends
a lot of time talking about how cute they are, etc. Great Diversion I under no circumstances knew what
what work went into looking after goats. That is still the main one I turn to many. Excellent, Thorough
Book This book is actually comprehensive! Helpful beyond words! This book has proven to be profoundly

beneficial to me in raising and looking after my Nubian goats. It's possible for me to quickly find what I
want. This book offers walked me through every aspect of goat possession from hoof trimming to
vaccinations. Without the information of Goats for Dummies, I'd have been completely shed when my goat
all of a sudden became deathly ill - without vet in site. Thankfully, I had my book nearby, read the 2 most
most likely reasons for his disease and was able to keep him alive until I possibly could get a vet to our
farm the next day. Great details packed in this book This book is sooooo filled with information! Cash well
spent! Thank heavens for the information in this publication, or I'd have bought a few goats for the wrong
reasons.! Definitely read more books and go to goat association meetings to gain the information this book
lacks due to the broad array of subjects it covers. Has many useful details, stories and info on beginning
and keeping a goat herd. This works for me personally, because our goats are pets, not food. This book was
very well written and makes for a good reference publication. Cheryl did a great job putting it collectively.
Her examples were very helpful and interesting. Good Introductory Book A good reference and
introductory book in raising goats. Like this book! It appears more geared towards pet goats than for
farm goats which is great. Love this book A really helpful guide as I managed to get through my first
kidding time of year! My goat recovered fully. I loved it! Excellent book! I made several notes in the book!
If u are not used to raising goats this is a must read! Very Informative This book was very in depth and
informative. In a way that, I've didn't raise any goats.! Very informative Love the dummy series Perfect!
Perfect! The book isn’t a book now. New goat owner This book is very informative, very helpful Poor
quality of book binding. It’s loose webpages anytime you switch a page. I got it a couple of weeks before
I acquired 2 goats, and it has been a lifesaver! Also, this book is arranged to quickly reference specific
tidbits of information in the future. It touches on pretty much all aspects of goats and goat care and
attention.!The writer writes in a style that is extremely readable and enjoyable.
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